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[Britain'S M 151.isone of five security
l$ervices, closely linked together,
organised along similar lines and
employing like methods. The other four, .
in the US, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, have undergone investigations
in the past decade; all have uncovered I
serious malpractices. DUNCAN
CA~PBELL reports on the latest o.f
these, which suggests an urgent need to \
investigate M 15, now the sole agency to
escape public scrutiny. .

.mE SECURITY SERVICE of the 'Moun~
ties', Canada's equivalent of MI5, is to be
disbanded as a result 'ofa four-year Royal
Commission of Enquiry, which uncovered
malpractices 'far beyond the proper func-
-tion of a security intelligence agency'. The
Commission, led by Judge David McDo-
nald, has recommendedthat those involved
be considered for prosecution. A new
Security Intelligence Agency is to be set up
in its place, headed by a lawyer and
independent of the Royal. Canadian
Mounted Police.

The picture that emerges from the Royal
Commission's report contrasts sharply with
the traditional image of the red-uniformed,
behatted cavalry of Ottawa tourist post-
cards. The SS (normal abbreviation) started
out in 1950 as a.~nintelligence section, of the
RCMP's criminal department and in-
creased its size 50-fold in the next 20 years.
Its surveillance programme burgeoned dur-
ing the 1~60s and 1970s, to take inanti-war
opposition, the New Left, separatist
,groups, environmentalists, homosexuals
and, indeed, any form of 'extra-
parliamentary opposition'.

In Operations 'ODDBALU and
'CHECKMATE', the SS set out to disrupt,
destabilise, harass and upset political orga-:
nisations it had under surveillance, Had it
kept within the law, it could have done
nothing to restrain opposition groups that
were not themselves acting illegally, except
to report their activities and ensure that
their 'members did not join the government
service. Nevertheless, the' SS contrived
'vigorous ... disruptive tactics', which in-
cluded: '

Making use of sophisticated. and well resear-
ched plans built around existing situations
such as power struggles, love affairs, fraudu-
lent use of funds, information on drug abuse,
etc. to cause dissention and splintering of the
separatist/terrorists groups ...

On more '.than one occasion, government
agents have tried to secure the sacking of
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'The Mounties always get their man' is the RCMP
slogan: now we know why.

certainindividuals, land have spread storie~
both true and false, in the media to discredit
them. They have also spread false inform a- '
tion, including anonymous letters and thre-
atening phone calls among members of

I groups to discredit their leaders. On one
occasion, the RCMP agents burned down.a
barn where a Quebec separatist group was
due to meet" so they would move to a new
site which would be 'easier to bug. The
Commission noted that such methods were
'a grave mistake' which 'violated the role or
law'. [ ,

The most notorious of the SS's"activities
was a series of break-ins to the Agence de

, Presse Libre du Quebec and two other
Montreal offices, of Quebec separatist
groups. (This was Canada's equivalentof
the original Watergate break-in.) The SS
agents stole from the offices large quantities
of documents; which were never returned
and were eventually destroyed. The orga-
nisations concerned protested 10 the gov-
ernment within days, but received no reply.
,A junior provincial minister announced
that the RCMP had not been involved, but
omitted to ask the RCMP whether this Was
the case, . '\ '

The Commissioner in charge of the SS
and its Director-General concealed their

,knowledge of the operations from the
government until 1976, when one of the
'constables involved in the theft was arrested
for a bombing incident and revealed the
true story of 'Operation BRICOLE' (as the
break •.ins were called)\ The RCMP pre-
pared an impassioned statement admitting
the Montreal break-ins but assuring parlia-
ment that these incidents had been 'iso-'
lated' a~d an 'aberration'. However, the
statement had to be withdrawn within a few
months, as news of other incidents began to
trickle out. ,

The separatist Parti Ouebecois was a
major target of the SS duringthe party's rise
to power in the early 1970s. Informers were
planted within the PQ, who continued to

operate after the party was elected to
govern Quebec in ~976. " \

Prior to this, under the codename 'Op-
eration HAM' , SS agentshad made several
secret break-ins to commercial offices to get
information about the PQ. In particular,
they stole computer tapes listing the party's

,members, and subsequently broke in again
to replace them. The SS's Director Generrl
authorised all the activities without talking

- to government ministers or to the RCMP
Commissioner. He told the McDonald
'Commission:

to hav~ involved Midisters or to have involved
persons outside, the Security Service in the
decisions about Operation HAM ... would
not have been a proper thing to do :'oj.

The McDomHd Commission found that
senior SS officers regarded laws that got in
their' way - such as those against traffic
offences, breaking and entering to plant
bugs or look for papers, and tampering with
mail ~ as 'minor' or 'regulatory' laws which
did not or should not apply to them. With

.., considerable difficulty, the Commission
~ probed whether government ministers, in-

cluding Pierre Trudeau, had been awareof
the law-breakingiactivities of the Mounties.
! .... -, \. 4

The Mounties claimed that the government
had been told quite explicitly that, for the
sake of security and intelligence, they 'had
been doing illegal things for twenty years
out [were]' never caught'. Bureaucratic
mechanisms for eVading responsibilities
had been operated to the full. On one
occasion, for example, when the legality of
tampering with mail was raised (a long-
standing business code named 'Operation
CATHEDRAL'), a self-protective memor-.
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andum was filed noting that the practice was
'contrary to existing regulations'; no-one
suggested it should stop. , ,.
, ' , I:' .
THE CANADIAN government's inquiry
and decision to disband ~e Security Service
of the Mounties should have had more
impact' in .Britain. Although ,the four
volumes and 1,900 pages of' Mclzonald's

, I\eport are unwieldy, they arealso chilling, '
detailed and highly applicable. The security

. services of Britain, the, United States,
Canada.i.Australia and New ~ealaR-d,are
closely bound, together by a series ofs~oret
co-operative agreements. Teclf~iques,
me~hods and security intelligence a~,ewi.,~e-.

. ly exchanged, principally' by means. of
high-ranking liaison officers attached" to
each capital. Our man from MI5 is in 'the
High Commission,ettawa; theirs from the
SS is in the' Canadian High Commission
office in Grosvenor Square. '

The· Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation ASIO, the Canadian SS, and
New Zealand's SIS were all set up as a direct
result of MI5's initiatives in the early

, cold-war period. In the United States, the
same job is done by the FBI. , ,I

Each of these security organisations has
now been the subject of it judicial or other
public inquiry. Each inquiry has produced a
catalogue of wrongdoing and unaccounta-
bility" 'and indeed encountered entrenched
resistance to democratic supervision.
However, in spite of allegations of i~egal
burglaries, unauthorised mai] opening, tap-
ping and similar behaviour, flo .such public
examination has been made of Britain's,
MI5., ., . ~,D
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